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Henghui robot IAD-H series
Intelligent aided lifting equipment
We recommend Henghui Intelligent aided lifting equipment to you if you require higher lifting precision and
speed. Our Intelligent aided lifting equipment can provide you withmore accurate positioning than electric hoist
and stronger response thanpneumatic hoist.

Main Engine
The main engine of our Intelligent aided

IAD-H series

lifting equipment can provide precise

Intelligent aided
lifting equipment

control, and improve the power needed
for lifting and signal processing.

Major Components of MainEngine
Intelligent aided lifting equipment produced by our company consists of ser vo motor, ser vo driver, weight
sensor, limit switch and etc. It is an ergonomic materials handling equipment, controlled by processor. It is easy to
operate, of high precision, intelligent, speed controllable, safe, reliable and etc.
Intelligent aided lifting equipment Modules
Module

Quantity

Main Engine

1

Spiral cable

1

Handle

1
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Component, specification

Quantity

Ser vo drive

1

Ser vo motor

1

E830 Master control board

1

Smart sensors

4
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Product Advantages
Stacking
This function realizes accurate level-to-level positioning and stopping of load.
Free speed control

Spiral cable

Intelligent aided lifting equipment can move synchronously with operators with high
or low speed selected by operators
Automatic positioning of load

Spiral cable enables signal transmission
between the main engine and the handle. The

This function allows the equipment to be accurately positioned at a pre-set height
depending on the weight.
High performance-price ratio

signals are mainly used for control the lifting
direction, lifting speed, scram and break down.

The Intelligent aided lifting equipment can greatly improve your factor y's production
efficiency through improving workers' labor efficiency and assisting complex operation.
Auto homing
This function allows the equipment to automatically and rapidly return to a pre-set
position by triggering the auto homing signal.
Infrared sensor
There is a built-in infrared sensor in the handle of the Intelligent aided lifting equipment,
through which the system may stop equipment operation when there is no signal.
Ultra high speed

Handle

Intelligent aided lifting equipment's lifting speed can be up to 40 m / min, 2 times faster
than the speed of traditional high-end lifting device.

Handle ser ves as the main interface between

Safe and reliable

the operator and lifting equipment, with which the
operator can control the equipment up and down

Our Intelligent aided lifting equipment has obtained CE certification, thus capable of
minimizing work injur y for its high safety and reliability.

and corresponding information can be available on

Highly precise positioning

the screen.

Our Intelligent aided lifting equipment can control the positioning error within 1mm,
reliable for lifting of precision and fragile load..
Anti-rebound technology
The technology can ensure that the Intelligent aided lifting equipment will not deviate
or rebound when load weight changes, so as to reduce the occurrence of potential serious
injur y accident.
Suspension mode
With the"suspension mode", the operator only needs to force upward or downward to
move the load of Intelligent aided lifting equipment to any position.

Main Components of Handle
Component, specification

Quantity

LED display

1

E831 Handle panel

1

E837 Handle display board

1

E835 / E836 Handle slip ring board

1

Photoelectric sensor

1

Overload protection
Intelligent aided lifting equipment has a weighing sensor, which can detect the current
load weight.When the load exceeds 110% of rated load, automatic protection will be activated
to protect the equipment from lifting the load.
Dual suspension
This function allows switch at will of suspended load between the weight of fixture and the
one of fixture + workpiece while the equipment stays at suspension mode. This is particularly
useful for the positioning, installation and etc. of a suspended workpiece.
No-load deceleration
When in practice, operators prefer that the load moves in a slow but stable speed when
leaving the work table and then resume to the faster operation speed. No-load deceleration
provides a buffer for the equipment to slow down when lifting.
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The basic parameters
IAD-H080/IAD-H200/IAD-H300/IAD-H600 Intelligent aided lifting equipment technical Specification
Maximum lifting weight
(loads and tools) (KG)

80

200

300

600

Maximum lifting speed manual mode (m / min)

40

30

15

7.5

Maximum lifting speed suspension mode (m/min)

36

27

13.5

6.75

Max. lifting stroke (m)

3.5

3.5

3.5

1.7

Rated power

750W

1500W

2000W

2000W

Single phase
220V ± 10%

Single phase
220V ± 10%

Three phase
220V ± 10%

Three phase
220V ± 10%

equipment can be realized:
Hoisting capacity:80kg，200kg,300kg,600kgare available
Faster speed: up to 40 m/min
Stronger responsiveness: Faster acceleration and deceleration
Low fault rate of product, and fast return on investment

Noise

Low risk of accidents

Main power supply (VAC)

Products more environmentally friendly (dust resistant, resistant
to moisture)

Intelligent aided lifting equipment

≤80dB

Limit

Hardware limit and software limit

Available power supply for tools

24VDC、0.5A

Control mode

Servo control (Position control)

Lifting media

applications

Working environment temperature range

Auto-industry (parts and vehicle assembly such as engine,
gearbox, instrument board, auto seat, glass)

Φ 6.5 mm 19 × 7

Φ 5.0 mm 19strand × 7 wire
-10~60℃

Humidity range of working environment

0-93% without condensation

Precision of weight displayed (KG)

±1% rated load lifting capacity

Cooling method

Finish machining

Natural wind

Natural wind or forced wind

Machinery manufacturing and processing
Natural gas, oil and other energy industries (valve, drilling tools, etc.)

size

Repeated high frequency handling work
Lifting weight
Dimension

Parts assembly
Warehouse loading and unloading

Our commitment
Highest cost-effectiveness - superhigh quality and superlow price
Most Reliable quality assurance
Best after-sales service

200/300

A
B

Product sub-packaging

80

600

359
639

749

C

453

462

D

702

1232

E

473

697

F

122

G

142

H

336

Short-term fast delivery
Easy to install and operate

Straight shank hook

Rotatable hook

Easy to position the load
Improve your production efficiency
More safe
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Types of handle
H360Gas interface optional matching
Sliding handle for remote installation

Wireless remote control handle receiver

Features: The operation speed and orientation of the
equipment can be controlled based on the displacement of the

By pressing the relevant buttons, this kind of handles can

handle, in which a photoelectric sensor is configured to provide

realize fast/slow upward/downward movement, switching

afety and reliability without operation error.Meanwhile, a display

between suspension and suspension unloading, etc.

is available for information access at anytime, e.g. displacement

It is applicable to occasions of heavy loads and long stroke.

data, operation mode, etc.

Note: Customized speed and functions are available.

This type of handles apply to a workplace with limited height and
inaccessible to operators. They can be integrated into the fixture of or
secured externally on a terminal.

Dial handle

Coaxial sliding handle

Gas interface optional matching

Gas interface optional matching
Features: The operation speed and orientation of the

A kind of operation handles applied on chain blocks of
variable frequency.
Lefty or not, the humanized double dial switches on
these handles are always friendly to use. A photoelectric
sensor is configured into each handle, largely improving
equipment safety.

equipment can be controlled based on the displacement of
the handle, in which a photoelectric sensor is configured to
provide safety and reliability without operation error.
Meanwhile, a display is available for information access at
any time, e.g. displacement data, operation mode, etc. A slip
ring assembly is built in the handle, effectively preventing
twist of spring cables and steel wire ropes.
It is applicable to stations with accessible height and loads of
small volume.

H360 Gas interface optional matching
All-touch handle

H360 Gas interface optional matching
Vertical CVT handle

Features: Regulate the operation speed and orientation of the

Features: The operation speed of the equipment can be

equipment through a built-in pressure sensor. The two sides of

controlled based on the extent a direction button on the handle

the handle module allow installation of grips in any form. A

is pressed to achieve CVT. A display is available for information

display is available for information access at any time,

access at any time, e.g. displacement data, operation mode, etc.

e.g. displacement data, operation mode, etc.
Highly integratable, applicable to integration into terminal fixture.

This type of handles apply to a workplace with limited height
and inaccessible to operators. This kind of handles can either be
hung beneath the main engine or installed on the terminal
fixture.
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Extension button handle

Single-button stepless extension handle
Used in combination with a stepless handle, this type of handles
applies to a workplace with limited height and inaccessible to
operators. At the same time, a single-button switch is provided
for extended function or to control external equipment such as
air and solenoid valves. This kind of handles can either be hung
beneath the main engine or installed on the terminal fixture.

Three-button extension handle
On this kind of handles, a three-way switch is provided for
extended function or to control external equipment such as air
and solenoid valves. It applies to occasions where double buttons
fail to fulfill the requirement of use or buttons for equipment
lifting and control need to be separated. Such type of handles is
generally integrated into the terminal fixture.

Double-button stepless extension handle
Used in combination with a stepless handle, this type of
handles applies to a workplace with limited height and
inaccessible to operators. At the same time, a double-button
switch is provided for extended function or to control external
equipment such as air and solenoid valves. This kind of handles
can either be hung beneath the main engine or installed on the
terminal fixture.

Four-button extension handle
On this kind of handles, a four-way switch is provided for
extended function or to control external equipment such as air
and solenoid valves. It applies to occasions where three buttons
fail to fulfill the requirement of use or buttons for equipment
lifting and control need to be separated. Such type of handles is
generally integrated into the terminal fixture.

Remote coaxial extension button handle
Used in combination with a remote installation sliding handle,
this type of handles applies to a workplace with limited height and
inaccessible to operators. At the same time, a one-way switch is
provided for extended function or to control external equipment
such as air and solenoid valves. They can be integrated into the
fixture of or secured externally on a terminal.
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Optional accessories

Extended I / O Box

EEPOS Co nnecting plate

movable pulley

KBK ⅡCo nnecting plate
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Fixture
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Installation method

Folding type

single-rail type

It could be customized according
to the actual demand of the clients
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Cantilever crane

movable type

Folding type
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